
  Guidelines for printing practice and writing 

 

S Lester – printing and writing activities for preschoolers – Sprouts 4-2020 

Recognizing that each child develops small motor skills at different rates these materials are 
meant to be open-ended allowing your child to complete them at his/her developmental level. 
Allow your child to do as much or as little as he/she chooses to ensure that printing is a positive 
experience.  

Pencil grasp: the way your child holds the pencil will impact his/her success in printing. The 

tripod grasp illustrated here is the recommended pencil grasp for successful control and less muscle 
fatigue while printing. 
 

Alphabet printing practice: 
➢ These materials are designed so that your child can use a dry erase marker to trace over the printed letters. The 

practice sheet can then be cleaned off and ready for the next use.  
➢ If your child is interested and able to print letters, please encourage your child to follow the arrows when 

printing letters to develop habits that will provide the correct movement for later more advanced printing tasks.  
➢ Remember to also use this chart to have your child practice naming the letters in the alphabet.  Identify both 

uppercase and lowercase letters as you work with your child.   
 

Name and numeral printing practice: 
➢ Your child’s name has been printed and laminated to enable ongoing practice in name writing for your child. 

Please refer to the arrows when helping your child to print their name to develop good printing mechanics.  
➢ First name and/or last name?  
➢ The focus is definitely on printing and recognizing the letters in your child’s first name.  
➢ If your child has mastered his/her first name, I’d recommend starting to print his/her last name also. Remember 

that along with printing have your child name the letters in his/her name.  
➢ It is recommended that four-year-old children practice printing their names daily to build in the muscle memory 

and automaticity that they will need once they start elementary school.  
 

Science Notebook: 
➢ Using the Live cams (www.explore.org )  
➢ Great activity for notebooking/journaling and encouraging writing daily:  
➢ Have child choose an animal to observe using a live cam.   
➢ Research and record a few facts about the animal.  
➢ Schedule a time to observe the animal daily and record your observation in notebook.  
➢ Children will record/document at their developmental writing level 

o ALL will draw a picture to represent what they observed 
o Then describe their picture by writing at their writing level.  

▪ only drawing a picture  
▪ adding inventive writing to represent letters (“scribbling”) 
▪ printing letters to represent initial sounds 
▪ Printing single words 
▪ Printing several words to create a sentence 

o Have your child tell you about their observations (for children too young to attempt writing, telling you 
verbally is their developmental level for expressing themselves). 

o Do encourage your child’s attempts at writing, provide lots of opportunities to practice writing, accept 
inventive spelling and celebrate your child’s attempts at writing. 

o Don’t correct each attempt, insist on perfectly printed letters, correct misspelled words,  
o Use this activity to build confidence in his/her ability to express him/herself through writing.  

➢ Successfully learning to write involves taking risks when attempting to spell words, if a child is afraid to make 
mistakes (spell words incorrectly) he/she will be hesitant to take the risks necessary to become a successful 
writer.   

➢ When preschoolers attempt to write, they need lots of encouragement, celebrate their attempts and focus on 
the effort they are putting into drawing, and writing. (Spelling will come later.)  

http://www.explore.org/

